Sticking around? Join us - Everyone welcome!

**Sat 3.28 @ 7pm, Seminar Room**
Hello to Spring Break with The Cook Collective
Dinner & Movie

**Mon 3.30 @ 7pm, Seminar Room**
Pizza with GRFs Phil and Carolyn

**Tues 3.31 @ 10:30am, Meet at the picnic tables outside Trillium**
Guided Tour of the Synchrotron! with GRF Carolyn
Did you know that Cornell has a particle accelerator underground? Come and take a tour of this extraordinary facility where Cornell’s scientists are working at the speed of light. A must-see for all students. We will be meeting at the picnic tables outside Trillium at 10:30am. Email GRF Carolyn at cf292@cornell.edu to let her know you are coming. We hope to see you there!

**Wed 4.1 @ 12pm, Meet in Cook Lobby**
Wegmans Trip with GRF T.J.
Stock up on food. Transportation provided. Sign up at the House Office.

**Thurs 4.2 @ 6pm, Seminar Room**
Dinner with Guest-in-Residence former GRF Scott O’Connor
Join Scott and GRF Phil for food and conversation about life after Cornell.

**Sun 4.5 @ 5:30pm, Seminar Room**
The Cook Collective Meeting
The student leadership body of Alice Cook House. Everyone welcome.

**Sun 4.5 @ 10pm, Seminar Room**
“Mad Men” with GRF Becquer
Set in 1960s New York, the sexy, stylized and provocative AMC drama Mad Men follows the lives of the ruthlessly competitive men and women of Madison Avenue advertising, an ego-driven world where key players make an art of the sell.